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XXII. Note on the colours of British Caterpillars. By
Sir John Lubbock, Bart., M.P., F.H.S., &c.

[Read February 6th, 1878.]

The interesting problems presented by the colouring of

Lepidopterous larva3 have been the subject of valuable

communications from several distinguished naturalists,

especially Darwin, Wallace, Jenner Weir, A. G. Butler,

M'Lachlan, Meldola and Weismann.* Their observations

indicate that, as a general rule, caterpillars Avhich are

dull-coloured and have a smooth skin, or are nocturnal in

their habits, are greedily eaten l)y birds. On the other

hand, spiny and hairy caterpillars are spared, and are

often brightly coloured. Certain species, such as Deile-

phila EuphorbicB, Abraxas Grossulariata and Zygcena
Filipendul(B are distastefol to birds, and in these cases

brilliant colouring serves as a "warning, and, consequently,

as a protection. Lastly, there are a few species, such as

ChcBrocampa Elpenor and C. Porcellus, which appear to

frighten birds by their resemblance to small reptiles, a

resemblance singularly heightened by the curious eye-like

spots on the thorax.

I am not aware, however, that anyone has taken a

general view of Lepidopterous larvte from a statistical

standpoint. It might be urged, even while admitting the

foregoing explanations, that they were exceptional cases.

I have, therefore, thought that it might be worth wdiile

to examine the larva3 as a Avhule to see what cases there

might be, if any, which Avould not fit in with the pre-

ceding theoretical views. In the following tables I have
given all the butterflies and the larger species of moths.

Let us first consider the butterflies. We have in this

country 66 species,! out of which 18 are spiny, and two
may fairly be called hairy. I do not speak of mere
pubescence, but of true hairs and spines. Now, out of

these 20 species 10 are black, two greyish, six brown or

* I have myself published some remarks on the same subject in last

year's " Fortnightly Review."

f For working out these numbei's, and especially for the preparation of

the tables, I am greatly indebted to Mr. Meldola.
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brownish, one greyisli-green and only one {L. Syhillci)

green. Thus, while green is so j^rejionclerating a colour

among smooth-skinned or ordinarily pubescent caterpillars

(37 out of the QQspecies of butterflies being of this colovu"),

only a single spiny species is thus coloured.

Now, let us look at these numbers under a different

aspect. Out of QQ species 10 are black ; and, as Ave have
already seen, all these are spiny or hairy. The larva of

Parnassius Apollo —a species reputed to have been taken

in this country —is stated to be black, and is not hairy or

spiny; but, as it has red spots and blue tubercles, and the

neck is furnished with a yellow forked appendage, it is

probably sufficiently protected. The larva of Papilio

Machaon is also marked with black and is provided with

strongly-scented tentacles, which probably serve as a pro-

tection.

There are some other colours, which are instructive

from the present point of view. Take brown, for example.
There are 16 species of this colour, and of these, seven

are hairy or spiny.

Red and blue are rare colours among caterpillars.

Omitting minute dots, we have six species which are

more or less marked with red or orange, viz., A. Aglaia,

V. Aniiopa, N. Lucina, C. Alsus, P. Cratcegi and
P. Machaon. Of these, two are spiny, two hairy, and
one protected by scent-emitting tentacles. The orange

medio-dorsal line of C. Alsus is not very conspicuous,

and has been omitted in some descriptions. The larvse

oi Papilio Podalirius and Parnassius Apollo —two species

formerly reputed British —are also marked Avith red, and
these are likcAvise provided Avith tentacles. Blue is even
rarer than red ; in fact, none of our butterfly larvae can

be said to exhibit this colour. The caterpillar of P. Apollo

is figured as having blue tubercles.

Now, let us turn to the moths. Of these caterpillars I

have tabulated the !Sphingidce, Cocliopidce, ProciHdce,

ZggcenidcB, Nolidce, lAtliosidce, EuchelidcB, Chelonidcs,

Liparidce, Bombycidce, DrepamdcB and Pseudo-Bombyces
—these groups comprising nearly all our larger species.

The Hepialid(s, ZeuzeridcB and Sesidce have been omitted,

because these larvje are all internal or subterranean feeders,

and are devoid of any striking colour,* This leaves

* See some remarks on this subject in a paper by Mr. MeUlola, "On a
certain Class of Cases of Variable Protective Colouring in Insects," in

"Proc. Zool. Soc." for 187o, p. 159. •
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122 species, out of which 68 arc liaiiy or downy; and of

these, 48 are marked wdth bhick or grey, 15 brown or

brownish, two yellowish-green, one bluish-grey, one striped

with yellow and black and one reddish-grey. Of the two
yellowish-green hairy species, which might be regarded
as exceptions, Z. Lonicercs is marked with black and
yellow, and N. albulalis is variable in colour, some speci-

mens of the caterpillar being orange. This last species

is also marked with black, so that neither of these species

can be considered of the green colour, Avhich serves as a

protection. Thus, among the moths tabulated, there is

not a single hairy species of the usual green colour. On
the other hand, there are 50 species wdth black or blackish

caterpillars, and of these, 48 are hairy or downy.
In eleven of our larger moths the caterpillars are more

or less marked with red. Of these three are hairy, one is

an internal feeder, four have reddish lines, wdiich probal^ly

serve for protection by simulating lines of shadow,* and
one {D. EitphorhifE) is inedible. Of the remaining two,

Calocampa exoleta (not included in the tables) has a red

line on the side of the body. The last, D. livuniica, is

rare, and I have never seen the caterpillar, but, to judge
from figures, the reddish line and spots would render it

not more but less conspicuous amongst the low herbage
which it frequents.

Seven species only of our larger moths have any blue
;

of these four are hairy, the other three are hawk-moths.
In one {A. Atropos) the violet colour of the side stripes

certainly renders the insect less conspicuous among the

flowers of the potato, on which it feeds. In C. Nerii

there are two blue patches, Avhich, both in colour and
form, curiously resemble the petals of the periwinkle, on
which it feeds. In the third species, C. Povcellus, the

bluish spots form the centres of the above-mentioned ocelli.

Among the Qeometridce the caterpillars are very often

brown, and closely resemble bits of stick, the similarity

being much increased by the pecidiar attitudes they
assume. The large brown caterpillars of certain Spliingidce

ai'e night feeders, concealing themselves on the ground by
day, and it is remarkable that white species, such as

S. Convolvuli, which feed on low plants, turn brown as

they increase in age and size ; others, like the Smerbithi,

* The oblique stripes on the sides of the sphinx larvre may sei'vc a
similar piirpcsc.
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which frequent trees, and cannot therefore descend to the

ground for concealment, remain green throughout hfe.

Omitting these, we find in the table 23 brown species, of

which 12 are hairy, and two have extensile caudal filaments.

Three at least of the others, though not GeometridcB,

closely resemble bits of stick, and place themselves in

peculiar stiff attitudes. The others are small species.

It has been suggested to me by Mr. Meldola that in

certain instances haii's may sei've as a protection, instead

of acting simply as signals of distastefuluess. This appears

to be the case with such species as PcBcilocampa Pojndi,

Avhich has a fi-inge of long hairs along the sides, just

above the legs. In these cases the insects rest by day on
lichen or bark, to which they assimilate in colour and
marking, and in such situations would stand a chance of

detection, in spite of their protective colouring, if they

stood out in bold relief, and cast a sharp shadow. The
hairs may thus have been acquired for the purpose of

shading off the sharp outline of the caterpillars, an analo-

gous function being probably fulfilled by the row of fleshy

protuberances along the sides of Lasiocampa quercifolia,

and species of Catocalci.

Thus, summing up the caterpillars, both of the butter-

flies and moths, out of the 88 spiny and hairy species

tabulated, only one is green (Z. Sybilla?), and even this

may not be protectively coloured, since it has yellow warts

and white lateral lines. On the other hand, a very great

majority of the black and brown caterpillars, as well as

those more or less marked with blue and red, are either

hairy or spiny, or have some special protection. The
general review, then, which I have here very imperfectly

attempted, confirms, in a remarkable manner, the views of

the eminent naturalists to whom I have referred.

Note. —In the following tables the general ground
colour of the dorsal surface of the full-grown caterpillar

is indicated in the respective columns by an asterisk.

Special markings and their colours are described in the

column headed " Kemarks." Larv^ merely pubescent

are not considered hairy.
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